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Abstract
The globalization of economies and the technology development have both increased
opportunities to businesses as well as challenges. Multicultural workforces and other
values in the market compared with the home market lead to complexity in the
management control when a business establishes abroad. Individuals’ nationalities impact
their behaviors and values and it is the management’s task to coordinate the members’
activities in a way that is beneficial for the company. The banking industry is a
knowledge-intensive industry, meaning the employee’s knowledge is the bank’s biggest
resource. To create organizational knowledge, it is important that the knowledge is shared
within the company. Effective knowledge sharing is hard to accomplish in a multicultural
company since it is depending on communication between the employees which can be
aggravated by cultural differences. The more distant the involved national cultures are,
the harder it will be to achieve intercultural communication.
The Swedish culture is very different from the Chinese culture. China’s economy has
developed fast since it opened up to the world market in the 70’s. Today, several Swedish
companies are established in China. The purpose with this study is to examine how the
Chinese culture impacts Swedish knowledge-intensive companies established in China
and to increase the understanding on how to overcome the cultural barriers that are
affecting the managing of knowledge sharing. Cultural clashes can imply risk to a
company if they affect the efficiency of the internal processes and must therefore be
avoided. This field study was conducted in Shanghai, China at Swedish banks to see how
they worked with the cultural differences.
Interviews were made with staff of both Chinese and Nordic heritages to see how the
cultural differences impacted their operations. The results showed that there are several
cultural clashes that affect effective knowledge sharing processes within the companies.
The management tries to implement the Swedish way of working in the branches, but the
Chinese culture has a strong impact on the communication channels and it creates
confusions and misunderstandings between the Nordic and Chinese employees. Cultural
understanding and adjustment to the cultural conditions have been shown from earlier
researches to reduce cultural clashes. This study supports those arguments by showing
that a higher level of intercultural communication leads to increasing cultural
understanding and a quicker adjustment to the organization’s way of working. The study
also showed that the national culture’s impact on individual behavior was stronger to
individuals that have had less foreign exchanges. The study contributes with suggestions
of enlightening cultural differences more by formal meetings to increase the cultural
understanding within the companies, as well as intercultural team works over department
units should be implemented.
Key words: Knowledge sharing, Cultural diversity within companies, Cross-cultural
management, Cultural clashes, Cultural understanding

Sammanfattning
Globaliseringen och den tekniska utvecklingen på världsmarknaden har lett till ökade
möjligheter för företag likväl som nya utmaningar. Styrningen av företag som expanderat
till nya marknader har blivit mer komplex då arbetsstyrkan består av en mängd olika
nationaliteter och omgivningen utgår från andra värderingar än hemmarknaden.
Individers nationalitet påverkar deras beteenden och värderingar och det är ledningens
uppgift att få de anställda att koordinera sina aktiviteter på ett sätt som bäst gynnar
företaget. Banksektorn är en kunskapsintensiv industri, vars främsta resurs är de
anställdas kunskap. För att skapa en hög kunskapsbas inom företaget är det viktigt att de
anställda delar sin kunskap med andra. I ett multikulturellt företag är effektiv
kunskapsöverföring svårare att uppnå eftersom kommunikationen mellan anställda
påverkas av deras kulturella beteenden och värderingar. Uppdraget blir svårare ju mer de
anställdas värderingar skiljer sig från varandra.
Den svenska kulturen skiljer sig markant från den kinesiska. Kina är ett land vars ekonomi
har fått ett uppsving efter att de öppnade upp gränserna för världsmarknaden på 70-talet.
Idag finns det en mängd svenska företag etablerade i Kina. Syftet med examensarbetet är
att förklara och öka kunskapen om hur den kinesiska kulturen påverkar svenska företag i
Kina som har kunskap som främsta resurs. Kulturella skillnader kan innebära risker för
ett företag ifall de påverkar effektiviteten av deras interna processer och kulturella
konflikter måste därför undvikas. Examensarbetet utfördes således genom en fältstudie
inom svenska banker etablerade i Shanghai, Kina.
Intervjuer med personal av både nordiskt och kinesiskt ursprung gjordes för att ta reda på
hur kulturella skillnader påverkade och hanterades inom företagen. Resultatet visade att
det fanns flera skillnader som utgjorde barriärer för effektiv kunskapsöverföring inom
företagen. Ledningen försöker implementera det svenska sättet att arbeta på inom
bankerna, men den kinesiska kulturen har ett starkt grepp om hur kommunikationen
genomförs och det skapar följaktligen missförstånd mellan nordiska och kinesiska
kollegor. Kulturell förståelse och anpassning till kulturella villkor har av tidigare studier
visats vara viktigt för att minimera kulturella konflikter. Det här examensarbetet stödjer
de argumenten genom att påvisa att en högre mängd av interkulturell kommunikation
leder till ökad förståelse för andra kulturers värderingar, vilket i sin tur leder till att de
anställda har lättare att anpassa sig till organisationens sätt att arbeta. Studien visade även
att påverkan av den kinesiska kulturen var starkare hos individer som hade haft mindre
utbyte med nordiska kollegor. Examensarbetet förslår därför att kommunikationen av
kulturella skillnader ska synliggöras mer genom formella möten samt att fler
interkulturella grupparbeten över divisionsgränserna behöver implementeras för att ge de
anställda insikt av kulturella effekter.
Nyckelord: Kunskapsöverföring, Multikulturella företag, Styrning av multikulturella
företag, Kulturella konflikter, Kulturell förståelse
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1. Introduction
“In China, it is not big fish eating small fish, it is fast fish eating slow fish.”
– Respondent C8

The above statement from one of the respondents in this study makes an accurate
description of China’s current market conditions. Since China opened up to the world in
the 70’s (Persson, 2006), they have experienced a high annual economic growth (The
World Bank, 2018). Today, China is the second largest world economy (ibid.). The
emerging market has become a leading market. The service industry has made a
substantial impact on China’s economy. Half of their GDP involve the service sector
(Augustsson, 2015). Due to the economic growth, China has become an attractive country
for foreigners that want to expand globally. China represents a significant opportunity for
Swedish companies to expand their businesses (Team Sweden, 2017). The number of
Swedish companies that operate in the service sector in China, such as banks, insurance
and technology companies, is increasing and will probably keep doing so, due to the
efforts that are put in the development of this area by the Chinese government (ibid.). At
the same time, any growth implies risk, and growth to other countries implies even a
greater risk. When growth moves in a direction with a greater cultural difference it may
even imply a greater risk, which further implies that management control needs to follow
cultural conditions.
When a knowledge-intensive company establishes in a foreign environment and the
workforce consists of a diversity of national cultures, the management needs to consider
environment conditions as well as factors like culture, behaviors and habits of the
employees when managing the knowledge sharing processes (Kostova, 1999). Fairholm
(1994) means that the managers have to be able to manage tasks, for example regulations,
procedures and policies etc., based on cultural issues. Knowledge sharing needs to be an
organizational trait for companies with high knowledge needs and it should infuse the
way the members are working (Balthazard, Cooke & Potter, 2006). One mean for the
management to control the knowledge sharing activities in the company is the
organizational culture (Malmi & Brown, 2008). The organizational culture provides
directions of employee behaviors and values and thus gives stability to a company (Malmi
& Brown, 2008).
There exists a connection between the organizational culture and the national culture
(Khilji, 2003). National culture is inherited from young age and organizational culture is
something that affects an individual later in life (Zaremba, 2003). Culture is a manifest
mechanism to both individuals and organizations, which makes it hard to change
(Hofstede, 2005). Depending on how strong the organizational culture is, it can make an
individual to change its behavior to fit better to the organization’s values. In the same
essence, the values and behaviors of a strong national culture can affect the success of an
organizational culture (Khilji, 2003). The question that arises when establishing in a
foreign country is how much the organizational culture should adjust to the culture of the
host country. One example of a Swedish company that has had successful establishment
all over the world is IKEA (Torekull, 2006). IKEA has strong organizational values that
infuse all their stores no matter where they are located. Their values have a basis in the
Swedish culture and promote equality, hard work, humbleness and frugality. IKEA does
not try to adjust its organizational culture to national conditions and shapes all the
employees according to the “IKEA-way”. Their success is based on their strong
organizational culture, which makes the impact of national culture less interfering (ibid.).
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However, many earlier researches have concluded that an organization needs to adjust to
national values in order to be successful (e.g. Trompenaars & Hampden, 1998, Khilji,
2003, Zaremba, 2003). It is especially a challenging task for the managers to create a
well-functioning knowledge sharing culture when the workforce is culturally diverse
(Fairholm, 1994) because effective knowledge sharing processes are dependent on
communication between the organization’s members (Snell, Snow, Davidson &
Hambrick, 1998). Hence, it is conditioned by cultural understanding. Sharing information
thus hinges upon knowing and understanding cultural premises in order to transform,
code, and reach decision based on intercultural communication. Yet, communication in
an intercultural context, impose cultural barriers, divergent knowledge levels and values
of individuals (ibid.). Such barriers are greater the more distant involved cultures are
(Riege, 2005).
The Swedish and Chinese culture is very different (Hofstede Insights, 2019). The Swedish
banks located in China work towards their home market’s customers in the Nordics as
well as the home market customer’s Chinese subsidiaries. Therefore, both the Swedish
and the Chinese values need to be balanced in the organizations to be able to serve their
clients in a good way. The banking industry in China is heavily regulated and those
regulations shift rapidly, which makes it a necessity as well as a challenge for the banks
to stay knowledgeable to avoid mishaps (EY Global Financial Institute, 2014). Due to
this, knowledge is important to the Swedish banks from a risk and compliance
perspective. Their operations in China are therefore dependent on how well the managers
succeed to adapt the Swedish organization to the Chinese national culture and to make
the employees of different cultures work together and not against each other. There exists
a lack of earlier literature about how to avoid cultural clashes in the Swedish banking
industry in China’s complexed and regulated market. The research question for this study
is therefore: How does cultural diversity in the workforce impact the managing of
knowledge sharing processes in Swedish banks established in China and how can the
cultural barriers be reduced?

1.1 Purpose
The main purpose of this study is to increase the understanding of how cultural diversity
impacts the knowledge sharing within Swedish banks established in China and how the
managers can manage those impacts in order to reduce them. This study will therefore
examine cultural impacts based on two analysis levels: micro level (organizational
culture) and macro level (national culture). The macro level is examined by looking at
the intercultural communication between Chinese employees and employees from the
Nordics. By enlightening the cultural clashes that can occur and learning about the
challenges behind effective knowledge sharing processes within the Swedish banks in
China, the study contributes to detect ways to reduce the negative impacts. If the cultural
clashes are reduced, the communication and collaboration within the companies will be
more effective and efficient and knowledge can more easily be disseminated which will
reduce compliance risk and increase customer satisfaction.
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1.2 Structure of the Study
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2. Theoretical Framework
In this chapter important concepts and related issues to the study’s purpose are described which
will be useful for the forthcoming analysis. The chapter begins with explaining possible cultural
impacts on an organization and how companies can implement strategies to manage them. The
chapter continues with describing the knowledge sharing processes and how to manage it
effectively.

2.1 Cultural Diversity in Organizations
The organizational culture defines the way a company conducts its business and can
therefore impact an organization in different ways (Balthazard et al., 2006). It includes
the expectations, values, philosophy and experiences of an organization and is based upon
the shared norms, attitudes, customs and written as well as unwritten guidelines within a
company and is developed over time (Alvesson, 2015). Hofstede (2005) defines the term
culture as a collective phenomenon, because it is shared between people that are or have
been living within the same social environment. Hence, the organizational culture can be
seen as the values and behaviors that members of an organization assimilate to when
working at a company (Alvesson, 2015). The organizational culture is therefore a
management mechanism to create stability by directing the members’ behaviors (Malmi
& Brown, 2010) and distinguishes a company from another (Alvesson, 2015). If the
promoted behaviors and norms in an organizational culture do not include the right things,
it can lead to dysfunctional processes and limit the organization’s operations (Balthazard
et al., 2006).
Just as the organizational culture can affect the way a company is doing business, national
culture influences the way individuals within a specific nation are behaving (Hofstede,
1980). Riege (2005) describes national culture as an interrelated nest of practices, values
and symbols which meaning provides direction to individuals within a nation. Depending
on how strong the national culture’s values are, it can impact the management control
effect the organizational culture can give (Krackhardt & Kilduff, 1990). In a multicultural
organizational setting, different cultures learn about other cultures by exposure, which
usually lead to socio-cultural individual change (Zaremba, 2003). The concept of
adapting and incorporating to other cultures is called acculturation (ibid.). Due to this,
Ritzer (2004) means that differences between national cultures are about to decrease and
an international culture is about to take shape. He calls it the “McDonaldization” and
reasons that the rationalization processes in the modern, global world are overtaking
cultural traditions. However, it has also been stated that national culture is a manifest
mechanism that is resistant to change because it is deep-rooted within individuals since
an early age (Hofstede, 2005).
The organizational culture is also hard to change, because it can be seen as something a
company is and not as something as it has (Alvesson, 2015). Coordinating the
organization’s members activities in line with the organization’s goals through the
organizational culture becomes especially challenging as well as necessary when the
workforce is culturally diverse (Krackhardt & Kilduff, 1990). Cultural diversity in a
workforce means that there is a mixture of different group identities within a company’s
social system (Kundu, 2011). The organization culture needs to acculturate to the
involved national cultures of the employees and the host country in order to avoid
dysfunctional behaviors and enhance the work performance when working in a foreign
environment (Škerlavaj, 2007). It has been shown that a culturally diverse workforce is
more effective and creative compared to a homogenous workforce (Ajaya & Pinto, 2011)
and will thus have a positive impact on the organization’s innovational level and
performance (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990). The organizational culture’s values and customs
4

can be a barrier to a culturally diverse workforce’s performance if it includes ways of
working that the employees do not identify themselves with due to their own culture
(Kundu, 2011). The management must therefore remove possible limitations to the
workforce’s performance to be able to make the employees reach their fullest potential
(ibid.).

2.1.1 Intercultural Communication- the Case of Sweden and China
The globalization has led to more culturally diverse workplaces, which makes it essential
for companies to have effective intercultural communication between the company’s
members (Zaremba, 2003). Intercultural communication in an organizational context
refers to the interaction exchanges between the company’s culturally diverse members
(ibid.). In a knowledge-intensive company this is extremely important, since knowledge
sharing hinges upon communication (Snell et al., 1998). It is a necessity that the members
are interacting with others in an efficient and appropriate manner (Zaremba, 2003).
Hofstede (1980) means that there are differences between national cultures which can
lead to misunderstandings and cultural clashes between the involved cultures and those
differences can therefore account for intercultural tensions within organizations. The
more diverse the involved cultures are, the greater the barriers to effective intercultural
communication become (Riege, 2005; Snell et al., 1998). The more one’s values disagree
with the values of the coworkers, the more dissatisfied with their work the employees
tend to be (Krackhardt & Kilduff, 1990). This can shatter the organizational culture into
subcultures and increase the perception of “us versus them”, which can lead to mistrust
and suspicion towards others and increase conflicts and decrease cooperation and
intercultural communication (Alvesson, 2015).
Zaremba (2003) means that there are many barriers to effective intercultural
communication. The main barriers are connected to language differences and
ethnocentrism (ibid.). Nonaka & Takeuchi (1991) mean that a common language and
shared processes with distinctive routines for communication and cooperation enhance
knowledge sharing within an organization. Language differences can impact intercultural
communication and cooperation, since it can affect the reception of a message and the
understanding of it (Zaremba, 2003). The Chinese language is for example built on
ambiguous meanings and thus they tend to not speak their minds directly, which can be
hard for foreigners to understand (Graham & Lam, 2003). Ethnocentrism refers to that
people tend to view their own culture as the “right” culture and superior to others and
therefore judge others’ behaviors (Zaremba, 2003). Cultural differences can also lead to
perceptual disparity, which is based upon misunderstandings and a lack of knowledge
about other cultures’ values. In an organizational context, this usually arise conflicting
and confusing opinions about issues (ibid.).
Hofstede (1980) has studied cultural traits of manifold nationalities which he has
summarized in different dimensions to display the cultural differences. Hofstede further
means that these national traits influence behaviors at workplaces (ibid.). According to
Hofstede’s researches, the national culture of Sweden and China is very different (see
Table 1 below) and due to that and what is stated from earlier literature, ineffective
intercultural communication can easier occur within organization with a mixture of these
cultures in the workforce. In this study, three of Hofstede’s dimensions will be used since
they are the most suitable for this study’s purpose. Those dimensions are; power distance,
individualism versus collectivism and masculinity versus femininity (Hofstede, 1980).
China’s national culture is categorized with a high score in the power distance, which
means that the members of the lower levels in an organization accept that power is
distributed unequally within the organization (Hofstede Insights, 2019). Hierarchy and
the importance of social status, such as age and rank, are an age-old tradition in China
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(Graham & Lam, 2013). Chinese people learn from an early age to respect their elders
and in an organizational context it means that their ambitions should not go beyond their
rank (Tong & Mitra, 2009). The hierarchical tradition can influence the relationship
between subordinates and the managers in an organization, because in the hierarchal view
of working, the managers are seen as supervising superiors (Macintosh & Quattrone,
2010). Hierarchical control means that the employees are watched by the superior who
guide their actions through explicit descriptions (ibid.). On the contrary, Sweden has a
low score in this dimension, which means that values such as independency, equal rights,
decentralized power and informal and direct communication to managers characterize the
Swedish culture (Hofstede Insights, 2019).
China is also characterized as a collective society, while Sweden is an individualistic one
(Hofstede Insights, 2019). A collective society refers to strong relationships and
cooperation within in-groups but displays distrust towards out-groups. The group
integration and the ties between individuals are limited in an individualistic society and
the pursuit of personal agendas is common. (ibid.) The concept of “face” has impact on
collective societies as well (Tong & Mitra, 2009). To humiliate one’s honor causes them
to “lose face”, which is an infraction in China (ibid.). People who are concerned about
losing face are more modest in their communication and tend to choose informal ways to
communicate instead of more public and formal ones (Ardichvili, Maurer & Wentling,
2005).
The last dimension, masculinity versus femininity, also differs between the national
cultures (Hofstede Insights, 2019). China is categorized as a masculine culture, which
means that the main values will be oriented around competition and the willingness to be
successful, and family and leisure are therefore sacrificed to work. A feminine culture,
such as Sweden, is on the contrary driven by the motivation of liking what you do. The
balance between work and life is highly valued. Employees are expected to be involved
in the decision making and conflicts are solved by compromises and long discussions as
well as that individuals should not try to lift themselves above others. (ibid)
Table 1: Cultural dimensions comparison between China and Sweden. Information
collected from hofstede-insights.com, 2019-03-20.

Cultural dimensions comparison between
China and Sweden
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2.1.2 Managing a Culturally Diverse Workforce
To companies that are doing businesses internationally or have a multicultural workforce,
the understanding of other national cultures is important as well as a growing issue
(Kundu, 2011). Adler (1997) means that the strategy for managing cultural diversity
within the workforce is based upon the recognition of cultural differences by the manager
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and the employees. A company can either choose to ignore, minimize or manage the
differences (ibid.). It has been stated that ignoring cultural diversity can lead to
unexpected conflicts in organizations (Krackhardt & Kilduff, 1990). Cultural clashes and
improper handling can lead to possible misjudgment, mistakes and misperceptions which
can have severe repercussion for a company in terms of ruined business relationships or
even business failures (Holden, 2002).
By choosing the strategy of minimizing cultural differences, the managers will try to
socialize all employees into the behaviors of the dominant culture because they see the
different culture’s values and behaviors as the inferior way of working (Adler, 1997). The
strategy of managing cultural differences recognizes both the advantages and
disadvantages with cultural diversity within an organization but does not see any of the
cultures as superior to the other (ibid.). The strategy is to minimize the negative impacts
of the differences and find creative combinations of both cultures’ ways of working to
maximize the benefits with a diverse workforce (ibid). The organization needs to increase
its intercultural competence (Snell et al., 1998). Therefore, it is important that the
managers and the employees have knowledge about and understand the cultures first in
order to implement appropriate strategies (Ajaya & Pinto, 2011). Zaremba (2003) means
that multicultural organizations need to adapt an egalitarian frame in order to overcome
intercultural communication barriers, which refers to openness to cultural differences and
assume that all individuals’ values are equal. Talking about the cultural differences at the
workplace helps the culturally diverse workforce to understand each other better (Ajaya
& Pinto, 2011) as well as formal cultural training and informal social interactions and
observations between colleagues of different cultures (Zaremba, 2003).
The success of managing cultural diversity within an organization depends on the support
and commitment of the manager about making changes (Kundu, 2011). It is essential that
the organization knows how to accomplish the changes and that all members share the
same knowledge, actions and assessments of what is right or wrong to implement new
effective processes within an organization (Macintosh & Quattrone, 2010). It is first when
the benefits of the changes are recognized by the organization’s members the
organizational values are going to be taken for granted and become a part of the
organizational culture (Zaremba, 2003). Having knowledge about something, leads to
better decisions (Davenport & Prusak, 1998). Knowledge about the organization’s unique
conditions and surroundings as well as what it requires in terms of the organizations’
operations is normally followed by a rational behavior to act upon it (Macintosh &
Quattrone, 2010). Without development and adjustment of the organizational culture, the
management will lose its control over the employees’ behavior and the knowledge sharing
processes will suffer (Balthazard et al., 2006).

2.2 Knowledge Sharing Processes
Davenport and Prusak (1998) mean that knowledge is something everyone possesses and
describe the term knowledge as a fluid mixture of values, experiences and contextual
information that help to integrate and evaluate new experiences. The purpose of
knowledge management is to optimize the knowledge flow within the company
(Blumentritt & Johnston, 1998) to provide the knowledge required to the individual who
needs it at the right time in order to increase the performance and effectiveness of the
firm, and thus the profitability (Gupta & Sharma, 2004). It is therefore important that the
employees’ knowledge is shared throughout the organization (ibid.). Davenport and
Prusak (1998) include both knowledge sharing and the receiver’s absorption of
knowledge into the concept of knowledge sharing. That view of knowledge sharing will
be adapted in this study.
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Earlier researches have shown that knowledge sharing processes are dependent on high
levels of communication and cooperation within a company (e.g. Nonaka, 1994,
Davenport & Prusak, 1998, Riege, 2005). Communication can occur in both physical and
virtual places, like e-mails (Davenport & Prusak, 1998). The communication process
includes constant coding and decoding of messages for both the message sender and the
receiver (Blumentritt & Johnston, 1998). Since the coding emanates from the sender’s
and the receiver’s own perceptions, misunderstandings about the message can easily
occur if those perceptions are very diverse (Snell et al., 1998). It is therefore important
that the parties have a shared understanding in order to create an effective communication
(Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1991).
Nonaka (1994) states that knowledge sharing emanates from action and is depending on
the participants’ commitment and experiences. Motivation to share knowledge is often
related to the level of trust in the company, both to the task, the organization’s operations,
the coworkers and the leader (Hansen, Nohria & Tierney, 1999). In the right
organizational context, where time to learn, think and discuss with others is given, the
advantages of knowledge assets are practically limitless (Davenport & Prusak, 1998).
Hierarchies and various internal rules abate knowledge sharing according to Riege
(2005), because it lowers employees’ motivation, commitment and work satisfaction.
Committed and motivated employees are considered to be more open to share and receive
knowledge (Hansen et al., 1999). In order to develop the organizational knowledge in
competitive industries, creative ways of thinking and change need to be promoted
(Alvesson, 2015).

2.2.1 Charismatic Control
One important factor in the management of knowledge is the role of the leader (Davenport
& Prusak, 1998), because even if a knowledge worker knows more about their specific
job than the manager, they still need directions and guidance to understand the
organization’s goals and values (Drucker, 1999). The term leader can have different
definitions (Conger, 1999), in this study it refers to the manager. In a knowledge-intensive
company, creativity needs space to grow and flourish (Hansen et al., 1999). Therefore,
Alvesson (2015) promotes charismatic transformational leadership to manage the
knowledge asset in a good way. Charismatic control is beneficial when the mission is
clear but the means to achieve it are ambiguous (Macintosh & Quattrone, 2010). The
charismatic control’s purpose is to make the status quo better and discard routine (ibid).
Since maintaining the status quo is not desirable, the leader should focus on initiating
change instead (Lee & Liu, 2012). By constantly encourage change, new ways of thinking
and ideas are flourished, and thus the organizational knowledge and competitiveness
increase (Alvesson, 2015).
The essential role of the leadership, according to Davenport & Prusak (1998), is to
encourage the employees to acquire and share knowledge and to promote a culture that
values contiguous learning, expertise, innovation and experience. The charismatic control
means that the leader does not need to supervise the employees, they just tell them what
to do and know that it will be done (Macintosh & Quattrone, 2010). The leader should
remind and coach the employees to pursue the organizational goals and make them coresponsible (Lee & Liu, 2012) as well as inspire the employees to work and communicate
in a creative way (Alvesson, 2015). The personal traits of the leader are important in order
to obtain support from the employees, because the leader must be seen as legitimate by
the employees by constantly prove its charismatic, inspiring and dynamic qualities
(Macintosh & Quattrone, 2010).
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2.3 Theoretical Model
Figure 1 illustrates a model of the theoretical framework that is applicable for this study.
To a knowledge-intensive company with a culturally diverse workforce, the managers
need to make sure that cultural clashes do not interfere with the knowledge sharing
processes. The management needs to promote knowledge sharing within the organization
to keep up the performance, but if the cultural diversity is not managed effectively,
clashes both between the culture of the employees and the organization can impact the
management of knowledge sharing, as well as the intercultural communication and
processes.

Figure 1: Theoretical model.
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3. Method
This chapter reflects the choice of method that is used to answer the study’s purpose. First, the
research approach is described and later the selection and the procedure of the study and the
analysis are explained. Lastly, a discussion about the advantages and disadvantages of the chosen
method is presented.

3.1 Research Approach
The main purpose of this study was to increase the understanding of how cultural diversity
impacts the knowledge sharing within Swedish banks established in China and how the
managers can manage those impacts in order to reduce them. To achieve the study’s
purpose, this study was set up as a descriptive and exploratory field study. The chosen
field is Swedish knowledge-intensive companies in Shanghai, China. The reason behind
this choice of field was because of the big differences between the both cultures and
China’s complexed market conditions which increases the need to adapt to cultural
conditions. A field study gives an in-depth view of people in their natural environment
and by observing and interacting with them, a field study seeks to understand their views
and behaviors (Bryman & Bell, 2005). This study was therefore written from the
perspective of the employees, because their experience and take of the cross-cultural
organizational setting and the management of it is interesting to this study’s purpose.
When the aim of a study is to find new understandings in an area, an exploratory purpose
is recommended (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2012). To be able to help understand the
exploratory purpose, one part of the purpose was to examine how cultural diversity
impacts these companies’ processes. When describing how something is like it is, a
descriptive purpose is recommended (ibid.).
Since culture and knowledge are complexed phenomena that are hard to measure in terms
of numbers and quantity, this study was conducted through a qualitative research with a
deductive structure. A deductive structure constitutes from already existing theory in an
area which is later examined in practice (Bryman & Bell, 2005). The theoretical
framework with the basis in earlier literature about culture, knowledge sharing and
management in cross-cultural knowledge-intensive companies was tested in this study to
find new understandings in this area and was therefore helpful in the analysis of the data
collection.
A qualitative approach means that the data collection is collected through non-numeric
data, which includes descriptions of happenings and interviews with people (David &
Sutton, 2016). A qualitative research method is beneficial to use since it is focusing on
understanding of complexed processes and contexts (Bryman, 2011). Interviews were
conducted with the office managers at three Swedish banks located in Shanghai, China.
To broaden the perspective and the foundation of interpretation, interviews were also
conducted with staff members with different cultural background to see if they had
different views that could be linked to their national culture. The purpose of a qualitative
method is to create an understanding about the subject, how the companies’ members
experience and looks at issues regarding knowledge sharing and cultural differences
(Bryman, 2011). By using interviews as a qualitative method, the author wished to
interpret what the interview subjects at each bank had experienced to try to find a common
pattern. The qualitative approach is connected to the hermeneutics which is about
interpretation of interactions (David & Sutton, 2016). The hermeneutic approach was
appropriate to use since the data from the interviews needed to be interpreted in the
analysis.
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3.2 Selection
When selecting the companies for the study, a few criterions were kept in mind:
•

It would be Swedish companies with the head office located in Sweden but with
a local branch in China. To make the field study more practical in terms of
distance, the area was limited to Shanghai. The companies were therefore chosen
from a comfortability selection.
• The companies would be in the same branch. This criterion was necessary because
the companies should have the same prerequisite in terms of organizational
structure, decisions and market conditions.
• The companies would work in the service sector where knowledge is an important
matter.
• The number of employees at the companies was not crucial, but the primarily
search was for quite small offices. If the company is smaller in a physical
meaning, it gets easier to locate certain phenomenon when the distance between
the employees is smaller than it would be in a big organization.
• It would have to be a variety of national backgrounds among the employees at the
companies to able to examine cultural effects.
After some research, three Swedish banks were detected in Shanghai which fitted the
criteria.

3.3 The Interviews
The primary data of this qualitative study was gathered through interviews. Primary data
is new data information that the author collects by different methods (Larsen, 2008). Since
this was a field study, the interviews were conducted at the bank branches in Shanghai in
the interview subjects’ natural environment where these cultural clashes could occur. A
total of 12 face-to-face interviews were planned, but one of the interviews was cancelled
and therefore a total of 11 interviews were conducted and laid the basis for the analysis.
The interviews were conducted with staff members that had different cultural
backgrounds, both from the Nordics and China. The time of each interview varied
between 30 min and 1 hour and 15 minutes depending on how long answers the
interviewees gave. The total interview time was 413 minutes and 79 pages have been
transcript.
The choice of who to interview at the companies were made through an arbitrary and selfselecting selection. Arbitrary selection implies that the author selects participants from
different criterions (Larsen, 2008). In this study, position and cultural background were
important criterions. The interview subjects would be working with counseling services
where problem solving is important. A maximal variation of cultural backgrounds was
meaningful in order to see if experiences shifted between the groups. A request to the
office manager was made by sending an invitation to participate (Appendix 1) and
employees with these criteria were then asked if they wanted to participate and could selfselect to do so.
All the interviews were carried out with one person at the time. Culture and knowledge
are intangible objects and hard to grasp. Therefore, the interviews were semi-structured
which enabled the interviewees to develop their answers and gave the author the
opportunity to ask follow-up questions, while keeping the comparability that structured
interviews give. All the interviews were conducted in English, even with those who
shared the mother tongue with the author, this to increase the comparability between the
answers. The interviews were conducted with the interview guides in Appendix 2 and 3.
The interviews emanated from an actor-oriented approach. This approach means that the
entirety is understood by the qualifications of the parts in a social context (Bryman &
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Bell, 2013). Knowledge and culture are bound to individuals and those individuals’
actions affect the organization. The purpose of the interviews was to get a deeper
understanding of how the knowledge sharing and management work in a cross-cultural
context. By using the actor-oriented approach, multiple viewpoints on the subject were
considered and helped to complete a full picture of the reality (Bryman & Bell, 2013).
To facilitate the work with the empirical findings, all interviews were recorded after asked
for permission. To cherish the interview subjects’ integrity, all the names of the
interviewees were held anonymously in this study. One of the companies wanted to
exclude the company name, and since the names of the companies were not important to
fulfill the purpose of this study, all company names and telling attributes were omitted.
The companies will be named A, B and C in the empirical and analysis chapters and the
interviewees will be named either with “EX” or “CX”, where “E” stands for “Expatriate”
(henceforward called expat), “C” for “Chinese” and “X” depends on the assigned number
in Table 2. This is to facilitate the reading of forthcoming chapters. The positions and
nationalities of the respondents are shown in Table 2 below.
Table 2: Interview respondents.
Interviewees
Respondent 1 (E1)
Respondent 2 (E2)
Respondent 3 (E3)
Respondent 4 (E4)
Respondent 5 (C5)
Respondent 6 (C6)
Respondent 7 (E7)
Respondent 8 (C8)
Respondent 9 (C9)
Respondent 10 (E10)
Respondent 11 (C11)

Company
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
C
C
C
C

Position
Head of Corporate Division
Account Manager
Account Manager
General Manager
Head of Corporate Division
Head of Market Division
Client Executive
General Manager
Head of Compliance Division
Head of Corporate Division
Head of Treasury Division

National
background
Finnish
Swedish
Norwegian/Chinese
German
Chinese
Chinese
Norwegian
Chinese
Chinese
Swedish
Chinese

As shown in Table 2, some of the expats have another national culture than Swedish.
Since this study aimed to compare the Swedish and the Chinese culture in an
organizational context, it was important to make sure that the expats’ nationalities did not
affect the results. A comparison between Sweden, Norway, Finland and Germany was
therefore made which shows that the dimension scores from Hofstede Insights (2019)
were alike, as shown in Table 3 below. One of the General Managers, Respondent E4, is
from Germany, which deviates a lot from the others on the masculinity dimension.
Respondent E4 has been working for the Swedish bank over 15 years and the deviation
is therefore not seen as something that can jeopardize the creditability of the respondent’s
answers. In the upcoming chapters are the “Swedish culture” used interchangeably with
the “Nordic culture” because many of the respondents refer to it as such because the home
markets are centered around the Nordic countries, even though the head office is still
located in Sweden.
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Table 3: Cultural dimensions comparison between the expats’ national culture.
Information collected from hofstede-insights.com, 2019-04-20.

Cultural dimensions comparison between
the expats' national cultures
71 69

80

63 67

66

60
40

31 31 33 35

26

20

8

5

0
Power Distance
Sweden

Individualism
Norway

Finland

Masculinity
Germany

3.4 Literature Review
Since this study used a deductive structure, secondary data was used. Secondary data is
data that is collected earlier from others (Larsen, 2008). The secondary data used in this
study is collected through a number of different sources. To establish a deeper
understanding of the concept of managing knowledge and a culturally diverse workforce,
various literature related to the subject were studied. Relevant literature was collected
from Lulea University of Technology’s scientific databases and Google Scholar. The
books that were used were mainly collected from the city library of Skelleftea and a few
e-books were also collected online.
Search words: knowledge management, knowledge sharing, knowledge leadership,
organizational culture, cultural diversity, intercultural communication.

3.5 Analysis Level
This qualitative study was examining Swedish banks established in China and how
culture plays a part in their operations. As stated in the theoretical framework, culture can
both refer to an organization as well as to an individual in a specific nation. National
culture is nested within the culture of an organization, and both can impact each other’s
way of working in different ways depending on which one is the strongest. To be able to
achieve this study’s purpose it was necessary to analyze the findings from the interviews
from two levels; micro perspective (the organization and its culture) and macro
perspective (the employees’ national cultures). The analysis was further based upon an
interpretive approach. The aim was to interpret how the interview subjects had
experienced the cultural differences between the colleagues and its impact in their dayto-day work as well as the management’s efforts of dealing with these issues in the
organizations. Therefore, the analysis needs to examine both the organizational and the
individual levels simultaneously.
The analysis process started with transcribing all the audio tapes and notes from the
interviews which were later carefully read through. A framework for qualitative data is
built through immerse reading of the data, which makes themes appear by themselves
(Bryman, 2011). Bryman (2011) promotes that the qualitative data should be codified
through repetitions, metaphors, local typologies, linguistic connections, theory-based
material, similarities and differences. Irrelevant data for the study’s purpose should be
reduced and the remaining data should be summarized and cultivated into main themes
of the study (ibid.). This was used in this study, with the analysis levels and the study’s
purpose kept in mind. A lot of quotations are also used in the empirical findings to better
show how the interviewees spoke about the subject.
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The macro perspective was helpful in order to examine the intercultural communication
between the Nordics and the Chinese employees. The micro perspective gave an overview
how the management handled the adjustment of the organizational culture and processes
to suit the culturally diverse workforce and its Chinese surroundings with the purpose to
increase the knowledge sharing. Figure 2 below illustrates the analysis units of this study;
the Swedish organization and the exchanges between the Nordic and the Chinese
employees. Put together it laid the basis for answering the study’s purpose.

Figure 2: Analysis units

3.6 Quality of the Study
The reliability and the validity have to be high to ensure a high quality and credibility of
a study (David & Sutton, 2016). In a qualitative study the terms reliability and validity
need to be redefined to authenticity and credibility (Merriam, 2009). Authenticity means
that the data is reliable and in a qualitative study it can be challenging to achieve
authenticity since the human behavior is individually connected and changing which can
give a variety in responses (Bryman & Bell, 2013). In this study, multiple interviews were
conducted with people of both Chinese and Nordic heritages that had worked a long time
at the companies. The responses did not vary too much between the people within a
specific culture, which can be interpreted as there exists a common view of how people
within a specific culture are seeing these issues. To maximize the authenticity of this
study, the collected data was carefully dealt with, so nothing got mixed up. Notes and
recordings of the interviews were also made and were important to rely on when
summarizing the interview answers.
Creditability means that the information is adequate and relevant, and the results are
conformed with the reality (Bryman & Bell, 2013). The use of personal interviews as a
data collection method has lower authenticity but higher creditability than a quantitative
research method. There are many errors linked to interviews that have to be considered.
The biggest one is the control effect (Hellevik, 2002). The answers from an interview can
be dishonest or misinterpret because the interview subject can find it hard to be
completely honest while being watched. They can turn their answers to what they think
they are expected to answer (ibid.). The interviews with the employees at the different
banks are made separately to minimize the risk of the interview subjects are influenced
to answer according to everybody else. The interview subjects are anonymous in the
study, which helped them to speak more freely. Another error can be the language barrier
considering that all the interviews were conducted in both the author’s and the
interviewees’ second language. No interpreter was needed though, since all the
interviewees had knowledge in the English language. The follow-up questions that
follows with a semi-structured interview and the recordings of the interviews helped to
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decrease that error. By using a semi-structured interview, the creditability can increase.
Follow-up questions or explanations can be made during the interview, which makes it
easier to avoid misunderstandings and get broader and deeper answers.
One disadvantage with a qualitative research method is that it cannot be generalized like
a quantitative research can because of its use of statistical significance. A qualitative
method is based upon a lot of information from a few numbers of entities, while a
quantitative method uses little information collected from a large number of entities
(Larsen, 2008). A qualitative method gives an outright picture of a single phenomenon
and goes in-depth into the attributes linked to it. It is used to find patterns and to give
explanation to phenomena (ibid.). Those patterns can however apply to similar
circumstances, which enables transferability (ibid.). This study cannot be generalized to
other industries, but the study can still serve a helpful direction on what to expect to other
similar industries for future establishment in Shanghai, China.
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4. Empirical Findings
In this chapter the empirical findings from the interviews are presented. The chapter begins with
an introduction of the three banks. The chapter continues with a narrative description of each of
the banks divided into the topics in line with the theoretical framework; knowledge sharing
processes, management and cultural differences.

Company A-C have all been established in Shanghai for several years. All the branches
are established in China to be able to serve their home market corporate clients and their
Chinese subsidiaries or offices. None of the branches are serving private customers. The
width of the home markets varies between the companies, but all serve clients from the
Nordics and some other European countries. China is a regulated market with capital
control. This means that Company A-C need to comply to laws and regulations made by
the Chinese authorities.
All the branches have many different departments and relatively low turn-over rates. They
are all also quite small in size, the smallest branch has 21 employees and the biggest of
them has 46 employees at the time of the interviews. The majority of the workforce at the
branches is Chinese. Company A has an expat-ratio of 13%, while Company B has 7%
and Company C has 10% expats in the workforce. The expats are working at the branches
on year-based contracts. Respondent E4 at Company B finds that the need for many
expats are not necessary, because “the Chinese people are catching up very, very
quickly”. Respondent E1 at Company A has another viewpoint and says:
Of course, since our main customers are Nordic customers, it helps if you understand
the Nordic business and, but of course, it depends on the task as well, like if you
work with compliance here in China, it is more important that you know the Chinese
regulations and how to communicate with the Chinese authorities. Personally, I think
that the more diversified team, the better.

4.1. Knowledge Sharing Processes
In this chapter the knowledge sharing processes and the employees’ views of them are
described for each bank.

4.1.1 Company A
All the interviewees at Company A agree that knowledge is very important in their field
of work, especially in China where the information is always changing due to the
regulations. Respondent E2 thinks that the market makes it “hard to stay on top of thing”
and Respondent E3 means that “you need to learn quite fast how it works in China”.
Respondent E1 explains that they try to share as much knowledge as possible in Company
A, but still the most common thing people are complaining about is that it is not enough
information sharing. Respondent E3 thinks that having expats at the office helps with the
knowledge sharing, because it brings new knowledge into the branch as well as it returns
to the home markets when the expats are going back.
The most common way to share knowledge is through face-to-face interactions since the
branch is not so big. E-mails are however also frequently used. Respondent E1 means that
“it is in our culture that we talk, we sit and talk and brainstorm, and usually come to good
solutions”. Usually the employees at the branch work independently because they have
their own portfolio of clients who they have personal contact with. Company A has
internal guidelines for common work procedures and since compliance is an important
element in China, the guidelines are very explicit in some departments. Team works occur
depending on the task, for example when it comes to development of things. They have
weekly meetings within the departments, but they occasionally also invite people from
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other departments to share information with them. Every fourth week they have a staff
meeting for the whole branch.
Company A works by a decentralized model where most of the decisions are made
locally. The decentralized model also means that the employees are expected to find
solutions to problems themselves before asking the manager. The company culture
reasons that the employees will grow with the responsibility and therefore gives them a
lot of it. Respondent E3 means that “[o.e. Company A] is trusting the employees. Every
new idea is welcomed, everyone is heard, and we try to see if that is feasible or if that is
a good idea”. Respondent E2 means that cooperation within the branch helps to solve
problems because “a lot of our work is learning by doing, so normally you ask a more
senior colleague if they have faced the problem before”.
The unity in the branch is seen as good, even though the respondents find that it could be
improved. Respondent E1 wishes that it would be more cross-department meetings to
make sure the whole branch will strive towards the same goal. Respondent E2 finds that
the knowledge about what the other departments are doing is good and that they share
information almost every week. The departments are responsible for different tasks at the
client transactions. Respondent E2 means that cooperation is necessary because “for
everything to work smoothly, we need to cooperate in order to serve our clients”.

4.1.2 Company B
Knowledge and the sharing of it is seen as a necessity in Company B. Respondent E7
thinks that some of the knowledge (s)he had before coming to China was not sufficient
enough because “you come here, and it is so different. All regulations and all the things
you don’t know, even though you know the bank very well”. (S)he further states that it is
important to be updated because “in China specifically, information is very fresh all the
time”. Respondent C6 explains that the banking business in China is a complexed process
and that “this is how it works in China, I think that it is really different from what you can
see like in Sweden or in Norway or in Finland, because we live in totally different
worlds”. Respondent C5 means that due to the culturally diverse workforce and China’s
complexed market it is important that they share everything within the branch.
The most common way to share knowledge at Company B is through face-to-face
interactions. Respondent E4 is happy that the management team is on the same page when
it comes to the efforts of “stop e-mail ping pong”. Respondent C6 thinks that e-mailing
your coworker “is not that efficient” and that “you build up some walls between you and
your colleagues”. Respondent C6 thinks that cultural exchanges increase knowledge
sharing because it “builds up their networks and enhance their communication with the
colleagues”. Respondent C5 finds that cooperation is necessary in a “very regulated
country and market” and means that “in China I think is really about, like, a jointed
coordination and efforts from each of the department”. Respondent E4 describes that “to
my very positive surprise and much due to my predecessors, the cooperation-level is even
higher than I expected”. The common view in Company B is that they have high levels
of knowledge sharing within the branch, but Respondent E4 further discusses the issue
like this:
But I think it is one thing if you have something to share, it is also your responsibility
if you’re looking for something. And I think that is something we’re… my feelings
are that we are not that bad in sharing, we are not equally good in kind of, before we
are starting reinventing the wheel, going out to a certain kind of colleague asking
‘Hey, did you have this kind of situation before? What did you do?’.
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Company B gives the employees a lot of own responsibility. The employees are expected
to try to find solutions to problems themselves or with the help of their coworkers before
consulting the manager. Respondent E4 thinks that the employees are good at taking own
initiatives.
The operation department has more explicit guidelines about their processes while the
corporate department only have more or less a job description. They have regular regional
management team meetings to discuss how to bring the branch forward. The whole front
office meets once a week to discuss what has happened during the past week and where
they go from there. The compliance team produces monthly newsletters about regulatory
changes, which they send out to everyone in the branch and let them know in a structured
way how it will affect everyone’s work.

4.1.3 Company C
Knowledge is important to the interviewed employees at the bank and Respondent C8
describes that “if you don’t know the knowledge then you need to learn fast, otherwise
you cannot survive”. There are a lot of different channels for communication at Company
C, both through e-mail and face-to-face interactions. The most common way is although
through face-to-face meetings. They have a staff meeting periodically every year to
discuss the rules and regulations. The middle-level managers and the General Manager
meet every week to discuss the regulatory issues which are later transferred to the
different department by the managers. They have also a specific folder for rules and
regulations that all the employees have access to and it is also translated into English.
Respondent C9 describes the reasons for the managerial meetings like this:
The business here at the branch will also be subject to some earlier regulations that
didn’t affect us in the very beginning, so that’s why we should also keep learning
and keep be familiar with old regulations as well. So, that’s why it is necessary for
us to have so frequent meetings, it is weekly meetings and is supposed to learning
new things and review old things.

Respondent C8 means that “most of the knowledge we get from the internet, we check
the different websites”. The Chinese employees at Company C feel that the manager
encourages them to communicate more with the different departments, because
cooperation and sharing information is important because “each department cannot work
on its own to move the whole bank business forward” according to Respondent C11.
Company C uses a lot of cross-department training to the different positions and
Respondent C11 says that “nearly every people will do the second backup for the other
departments”. Respondent C8 means that “we don’t want to recruit a lot of people who
had nothing to do, we want our people to be very competitive”. Company C has close
contact with the head office, but they can still make a lot of decisions locally, even if they
report back the decisions to the head office. The compliance department is responsible
for ensuring that both the branch and the head office are compliant with the laws and
regulations set by the Chinese government. Respondent C9 describes the compliance
work like this:
Compliance is not just the work for one or two persons in our department, it is
something that should be done by everyone in the branch to make sure that it is filled
with their daily business, they should have a sense of compliance, otherwise you
don’t know what would happen. Because even the smallest mistake or a mission that
could lead to quite high risk, some could lead to quite high compliance and reputation
risk.

Respondent C9 describes that the unity is good and reasons that it is because of the
relationship between the coworkers. (S)he means that if you would “not get along” with
the coworkers, “you do not feel happy working there”. The bad relationships often
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emanate from “bad communication” and Respondent C9 reasons that “if you don’t have
communication, you don’t share. You don’t share with others and then people feel
unsecure as well”. Company C tries to have an atmosphere where the employees would
not feel threaten of others and works with personal development every half year so that
“the employees can see the future as well”.

4.2. Management
In this chapter both the managers view of the leadership of the culturally diverse
workforce is described as well as the interviewees’ take on the organizational culture at
the branch.

4.2.1 Company A
Company A aims to apply the same core values in all their branches. They work actively
on implementing those values in the branch, for example through reminders at staff
meetings. Respondent E1 describes that the core values are “in our DNA” and that it is
important to keep those in mind even if they are in another type of environment.
Respondent E2 describes the organizational culture in the branch like this:
It is very different from working in Sweden, but you are still working for the same
company. So, we are trying to have the same culture as we have back in Sweden. I
mean, the Chinese way of doing things is a bit different from what we are used of
doing things in Sweden. How you take decisions and other things are a bit different,
but we still try to do things the way that we do it in our home markets.

Respondent E1 describes the leadership style (s)he possesses as straight-forward in the
communication, easy to approach and who gets things done. Although, Respondent E1
feels that the leadership approach must be thought about in a different way when working
in China:
You have to think more actively about how you present things and if you want
something done you have to maybe, have more one-and-one talks and, than just
teams, and maybe you also need to think about how you delegate the responsibility
and show that you take the ultimately responsibility yourself and, so, it is a lot of
things like that.

Respondent E3 explains that the reasons behind it is probably because of cultural
differences:
There is a lot of people in China that are not used to work in a company that gives
you a high responsibility. In China you’d like to hear from someone else that you
have done the right thing. However, sometimes here, there is no way to tell you if it
right or wrong, it is a decision that you have to take […] However, that could be pros
and cons. I think in China a lot of people will follow the instructions that they are
given, so they will always have a better control that you don’t miss something. So,
you will basically follow a routine that is set to do things, where maybe back home
we could take it a little bit more based on the trust of the person who is doing it.

The most important thing of managing a cross-cultural team according to Respondent E1
is to be “very clear with your communication, very clear on what your requirements and
demands are” and “really clear about the way you are heading”. Openness to differences
is also crucial. The hardest part is to “make the people work towards the same goal” and
think as a group and not individualistically.

4.2.2 Company B
The General Manager of Company B, Respondent E4, finds the operation in the Chinese
market interesting because “you are here, although you are officially and legally [o.e.
Company B] Stockholm, since you are in a regulated market with no free currency”.
Respondent E4 describes the organizational culture at the Shanghai branch as “a Chinese
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version of [o.e. Company B] Stockholm, although we try to be more Stockholm than
China”. The General Manager is trying to implement the Nordic way of working into the
Shanghai branch, but sometimes “it crashes a bit with how the regulators believe a bank
should be run”. The General Manager describes that “I stepped on so many toes when I
arrived here because things work differently and everything and I feel bad about it”.
Respondent E4 thinks it is important for an expat manager to have “a certain degree of
openness” and that “you need to accept certain cultural and traditional behaviors, which
might actually also be good for this office”. (S)he says that “I need to try to get, kind of
cultural change done, which is, I think will never change entirely because then there is a
Chinese branch in the end of the day”. (S)he thinks that “a recipe for failure is if you come
and say ‘Oh, this is the superior way of working’, that will not work, not in China and not
nowhere else”. Yet, one thing that Respondent E4 is strict with is “where we start to go
against our culture, that is when I make it very clear that, yes, that might be local but
sorry, this is not [o.e. Company B]”. Many of the local people have been working at the
branch for a long time and Respondent E4 finds that the local people “start to very much
appreciate the way that we work” and that “once you’re on the hook I think people stay
surprisingly long”.
The General Manager feels like the corporates values are alike the personal values (s)he
possesses. Respondent E4 enjoys the informality Company B encourages and tries to
implement that to the employees. Respondent E4 wants the employees to feel “a
psychological safety”, meaning as long as they deliver they have a safe job rather than
just pressing on the goal fulfillments. Respondent E4 describes that (s)he as a leader is
“very non-hierarchical”, “very transparent” and “a bit of a quality-nerd when it comes to
what we deliver to our clients”.
Respondent E4 tries to implement the informal flat-structured way of thinking into the
branch, but feels that the cultural differences, especially at lower levels at the company
where the employees are less internationalized, sometimes can inhibit the
communication. Respondent E4 means that “the kind of transparency, speak up your
mind” is the hardest to implement and that it “is something we are working with and I
think there is something that my previous have worked with and I am pretty sure that is
something that my successors are going to work with”. Respondent E4 says that “I keep
on repeating myself though, that maybe one day, with the help of the expats but also with
the help of the more international Chinese, to make them obvious that the door is open”.
Respondent C6 thinks it is “very important to address that- the door is open”. (S)he means
it is because of the Asian tradition of paying respect to social status. Respondent C6
means that “you should not give a different voice, or opinion about that. That is why it
creates, at least on the business things, concerning”. Respondent E4 recently “insisted on
pure transparent glass walls” to the General Manager’s office which “is a shock for most
of the Chinese”. Respondent E4 explains that “it is because they now think I have done
that to supervise them and control them, which is completely not. I want them to see I am
available”.
Respondent E4 means that sharing one’s knowledge “is basically something that I expect”
and uses role-modeling to set an example for the staff. (S)he states that “I try to live up
to these principles myself, I rather share too many than too little information”. Respondent
E4 believes that cultural awareness is important when working with a culturally diverse
workforce. (S)he gives the example that praising a Chinese coworker publicly is not
always a good idea because “the Chinese people are not used to be put into the spotlight
as an individual, they are not a very individualized society, they are very societal”. The
whole team the individual belongs to needs to be mentioned as a group effort, otherwise
“he or she might feel very uncomfortable and they might get irritated”. Respondent C6
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means that “they don’t like superhero” in the Asian culture. The reason why is because
“they feel or worry about that if someone is hero, that means the problems comes out,
because that means the rest is not good enough or is disguised as too good enough”.

4.2.3 Company C
The General Manager at Company C, Respondent C8, has been working at the company
since the very beginning. Respondent C8 held a manager post in a Chinese bank before
joining Company C and the leadership style is therefore influenced by both the Chinese
culture as well as the Swedish style. Respondent C8 finds that there are both similarities
and differences between the typical leadership styles. The biggest difference is the high
level of openness in the Swedish culture. Respondent C8 further describes the Chinese
style like this:
Chinese leadership is really not so open, it is a little bit more conservative and more,
how to say, it is not so much open-discussion. So, I am trying to be open and I am
trying to discuss everything with my colleagues, with my boss because I understand
that if I do it the Chinese way, people couldn’t understand me.

Respondent C8 identifies openness as the most important factor when managing a crosscultural team. Differences should be discussed with the Nordic people to sort out
misunderstandings. If the Chinese way would be applied and discussions would not be
made, the misunderstandings would create more problems according to Respondent C8.
The biggest difficulty is that it can be challenging to understand some of the Nordic
thinking. Respondent C8 explains it like this:
If I could not understand how my boss, how my Western colleagues think about the
everything then it is really difficult for me to do everything right. For example, at
the beginning when I worked for [o.e. Company C], I actually reported every detail
to my boss, that was done when I worked for the Chinese bank, you have to report
everything, including all the details to the boss. But, the Western culture as a leader,
you should take responsibility, you should not pass your responsibility to your
supervisor, you need to take decisions by yourself and now I have learned, and I try
to be more independent.

The higher independency and responsibility taking are now appreciated by Respondent
C8 and efforts are made to implement the same thinking to the Chinese employees to
make them improve themselves. However, Respondent E10 still thinks that the
organizational culture at Company C is very influenced by the Chinese way of doing
things, and reasons that it is because of the high level of Chinese employees and that they
have worked there a long time, which has formed the processes at the branch.

4.3 Cultural Differences
In the last chapter of the empirical findings the employees’ views of the cultural
differences at the branch are described.

4.3.1 Company A
Only Respondent E3 of the interviewees at Company A had an experience of the Chinese
culture before coming to work in China, but they all like working in China. They describe
the Chinese culture as a dominant culture and very dissimilar the Nordic one. Respondent
E2 states that it is the fast-changing environment in China that is the biggest difference
from working in Sweden, especially from a regulatory perspective. The deadline from a
made decision to implementation can vary from a few days to a month. In Sweden it takes
a lot longer time. The independency at work that follows the decentralized model of
Company A is limited because of the changing environment. More navigation needs to
be made and things need to be checked several times to make sure that everything is in
order. Respondent E3 thinks that the biggest differences between working in the Nordics
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compared with working in China are “the way of working” and “the communication”.
The Nordic organizational structure is flat, and it is the culture that is promoted at
Company A, even if there can be “different thoughts from the Chinese coworkers”.
Respondent E3 describes it like this:
China is very hierarchical, but that is something that we are working on, to adapt the
Scandinavian way. I think it is good and bad. Because if you have a hierarchical
system you will make decisions faster, but it could be a wrong decision and then you
need to change back and forth. And our way is more that you take a lot of more time
to make a decision, but the likelihood of that decision is a lot better.

Respondent E1 means that “the culture is so different that sometimes you have to be very,
like, that you take it as it is, and you are somehow more open”. Respondent E2 describes
that in order to understand cultural differences “you need to use your senses, to see and
hear, perhaps not smell. And not judge”. They do not formally speak about cultural
differences at Company A, usually it is only mentioned after it is experienced.
Respondent E1 has detected that the Chinese coworkers and customers like straight
communication through written information. E-mails can however sometimes be
misunderstood. That is why the respondent has applied to first talk to the people in
question and afterwards sending an e-mail with the most important points so that all is
understood. Respondent E2 mentions that the communication with Chinese people can
be quite ambiguous, which makes it hard sometimes to get a correct answer and it is
important to check that the parties are on the same page when asking questions.
Respondent E2 exemplifies it like this:
If you ask them if they have a toilet, they say ‘Yes’. But what you want to do is to
go to the toilet so then you ask where it is. That is a super silly example, but that kind
of easily explains how it sometimes works, so you need to really push for an answer
to get an answer.

Company A requires the employees to have knowledge in English before employing
them. Obstacles regarding language occur with the Chinese language. There are a few
people at the branch who do not speak the Chinese language. Some customers prefer to
speak Chinese and a lot of the external information is written in Chinese which makes it
hard for expats who do not know the language. Respondent E2 means that “if you don’t
know how to read it is hard to obtain the information and get the knowledge”.

4.3.2 Company B
The interviewed expats at Company B are positive about working in China. However,
Respondent E7 also means that there are a lot of cultural differences that will sometimes
lead to confusions. (S)he describes it like this:
I think when you are new here, coming from a very sort of pragmatic society, as
Sweden or Norway, you’re coming with full-speed and then you, you are being sort
of, you feel like you’ve hit a wall somewhat, because you don’t really understand,
even though you can read about cross-cultural communication and differences
etcetera.

Respondent E7 says that “there has been several incidents where sort of language and
culture have been an obstacle”. Respondent E7 means that because (s)he does not know
the Chinese language, (s)he has to “sort of give that responsibility to someone else and it
is not that I don’t trust them, it is more that for my own sort of confidence”. The language
barrier can occur when speaking with clients who speaks a limited amount of English.
When that happens, a Chinese colleague helps with the translation. Respondent E7 feels
that the control over the conversation decreases and that it can increase errors and
thoughts like “is this message conveyed in the way I want to my client?” occur. The
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language barrier within the branch is not seen as an obstacle by Respondent E4 who says
that it is “no problem understanding each other” at the managerial level and that “even
down on the operational level I am at least able to communicate”.
The communication flow can be influenced by other cultural differences. Respondent E7
says that they “spend a lot of their time in team work” but it is not the kind of team work
that (s)he is used to from the Nordics. The role as Client Executive comes with more
responsibility in China, because some Chinese colleagues expect Respondent E7 to make
a decision rather than to discuss it within the group. It is also more reporting and asking
for support from the managers due to the hierarchical influences. Respondent E7 means
that “if you have some problems getting something done, my manager can go and speak
to their manager and then it might be solved” which (s)he refers to as “very un-Nordic”.
The communication can also be a bit ambiguous according to Respondent E7, who thinks
that responses from some Chinese colleagues are left with a lot of room for interpretation
which (s)he thinks is confusing. The cultural differences can be hard to describe, but
Respondent E7 feels that it is important to explain them, especially when they are working
towards their home markets. Respondent E7 describes the error with the communication
like this:
There has been quite a lot of you know, misunderstandings. Colleagues thinking that
you know, ‘They’re going to do this’, but I am sitting and thinking that they’re going
to do it and then nothing is happening. And you know, both parties get annoyed and
ultimately it delays our processes. I think, then you need to, I need to adapt because
I am here. That you know, ‘OK how do I write these e-mails sort of correctly so that
they understand that they should do something with it’ or think when I read it, ‘are
they expecting me to do it or how is it?’

Respondent C5 and C6 have both worked several years at Company B as well as at an
Asian bank and an European bank in China. Neither of them had experience of the Nordic
culture before joining Company B. When comparing Company B with the Asian bank
Respondent C6 previously worked at, (s)he says that in the Asian bank “you didn’t get
that recognition of the work you do, because you were told by the manager what you
should do and what you should not do”. Respondent C5 explains that “it took a while for
me” to get accustom to the Swedish way of working. Respondent C5 thinks that it is big
differences between the Chinese way of working and the Swedish one and explains that
the Chinese one has “very strict discipline, they follow all the details” and that “they set
up a lot of the standards for different things”. Respondent C6 appreciates the way of
working at Company B because “the Nordic culture is really encouraging people to think
about and to use your brain at your working” and that “the culture has been given me a
lot of good values like when it comes to the leadership excuse and how you manage your
staff”. Respondent C5 explains that “what I like, it is quite flat, and also quite open and
equal” when referring to the Swedish culture.
The importance of social status differs from the Chinese and the Swedish culture and
Respondent C5 means that it can take some time to get used to that. (S)he explains that
“you need to give full respect to the senior ones or to the older ones, that’s a big, I mean,
kind of tradition in Asian culture”. Respondent C5 further explains that:
I can feel sometimes like, some Chinese stuff, are not that used to, ‘Oh my big boss
talk to me’. They, he or she, want to chat with me about weather, children, life,
everything. Because this is not that common in traditional Chinese companies […]
You always think about organizations or this stuff, or then when you talk to the big
boss they feel a little bit nervous.

Respondent E4 agrees with Respondent C5’s view on differences in social status.
Respondent E4 explains that “the lower you get in the kind of hierarchy, the shyer people
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get to speak up to me, which I am not at all used to of course, not even from Germany but
definitely not even working with the Swedes”. Respondent E4 feels that it is good to have
a lot of “Chinese people that have spent a large share of their working carrier or even their
entire carrier in international companies” because they can explain a lot of cultural traits
which helps Respondent E4 to understand their view on the issue. Respondent E4 calls
them “cultural ambassadors” and Respondent E7 feels that they are “extremely valuable
when it comes to bridge sort of the cultural gaps sometimes”. Respondent E4 agrees and
explains that “of course we have frictions between front and back office, I think you’ll
find that in all the organizations” and that they have “very good managers in both
departments, that see these frictions, they see that they evaluate these situations
differently”. Respondent C5 means that (s)he “may be a little bit lucky” because (s)he
had “more chance or opportunity to talk to Swedish guys, talk to Swedish boss, talk to
Swedish colleagues” when (s)he joined Company B. Respondent C5 means that working
close with people from another culture “help me to more quicker to understand, to
observe, why is this behavior, why we talk that way”.
Cultural differences are not frequently discussed at Company B, they are normally “case
by case” speaking about it. Respondent C5 feels that “we need to, I would say, from time
to time, to have these group discussions to show the difference” because “people are
different” and that “one thing that people should not worry, or fear is to talk and to admit
the difference”. Respondent C5 thinks that it is important to “allow the difference” which
makes it easier to understand them and “you can accommodate, adapt to different
cultures”. Respondent C6 describes the understanding of different cultures as “an
ongoing, gradual process, but always try to be humble, try to be patience, try to be make
this communication more transparent and more efficient and effective”.
Respondent E4 says that (s)he is “trying to be very open minded” and means that it is
important to adapt to the Chinese culture, for examples to the concept of face. Respondent
E4 means that it is important to keep in mind when dealing with Chinese counterparts,
such as employees, regulators and business partners, because making one to lose face
“could have very severe consequences”. (S)he thinks it is important to choose your fights
and think in the long run. Respondent E4 does not believe it is good to judge others’
values and that “the only position that I have is to try to play the right way and try to
encourage them to feel that they’re not losing face if they speak up and… accept”.
Respondent E4 further speaks about the concept of “face” like this:
Because one operational risk we are having here is that people don’t tell you when a
mistake happens, so far so good in the last three months. But this is where the cultural
trades could prove a risk for us and I try to tell everybody ‘No, it is not a problem’.
I mean, it might be a problem, but then we solve it together, you are not getting fired
[…] That is a little bit of the, maybe not only, but the one challenge I see culturally
here- to get this in, to speak up and say something if it goes wrong. And that is
something that is very difficult to do.

4.3.3 Company C
The Chinese respondents at Company C have all worked at either other foreign banks or
have had a position with contact with foreign countries before they started to work at
Company C. However, none of them had much knowledge about the Nordic culture when
they were employed. They like working at a Nordic company due to the organizational
culture. Respondent C9 describes that the reasons why (s)he likes it is because (s)he feels
that “they don’t push you too hard”, “give you more freedom which gives the employee
more room to develop” and that “you can also enjoy work and life balance”.
Respondent E10 means that “the Chinese culture is totally different to Swedish culture”
and explains that there exist differences on how people are reporting things for example.
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(S)he says that “it is more hierarchy” compared to how it is working in Sweden and
explains that “for the Chinese people about what position, and if you are a manager or not
a manager, how people are behaving, it is much more respect to things like that”.
Respondent E10 further describes the communication flow like this:
I think it is also a cultural thing. I think normally people do not communicate with
the managers in the same way and managers behave differently in China than what
they do in Sweden. So, of course, most of the people who are talking to me is in my
surrounding, it is not so much people coming and have a chitchat that are working
with other departments, that never happens. That never happens with people around
me either, it is not so much small talking.

Respondent C8 describes the first time at the company as “quite a cultural shock” because
there is a big difference between the cultures in terms of “business idea, organizational
structure and culture”. Working with colleagues from Sweden and other Nordic countries
during the years have helped to improve the understanding of the organizational culture
and “the strange country”. Respondent C8 now thinks it would be harder to go back to
the Chinese way again.
The Chinese respondents find the Nordic way to be “frank”, “direct” and “more
humorous” at work compared to the Chinese way, which is “more conservative” and
“serious” at work. Another difference is related to the concept of losing face. In China
there is “a big shame to lose face” explains Respondent C9. Chinese people tend to not
show “too much of their own thinking” due to that. (S)he further states that the Swedish
culture values honesty more than the risk of losing face and are generally more “straight
forward in the communication”. Respondents C8 and C11 think that the biggest difference
between the cultures is the time it takes to discuss a decision and the high level of
openness to group discussions. In China, the discussion before a decision goes a lot faster.
Respondent E10 describes that working in China means that “you need to try to adjust
how you are but of course, to some extent I mean, I also need to behave like I do in
Sweden I think, I mean otherwise you wouldn’t have a Swedish organization”. (S)he
further states that “I probably don’t act as much, maybe, as I should sometimes as a
Chinese”. Respondent E10 means that the language causes a barrier for joining the
informal communication at the branch as well as to obtaining new information, because
“the language is totally different, I can’t read Chinese, so I need to rely of course on my
colleagues to inform me on things”. Respondent E10 further describes the language
barrier like this:
Language is one aspect that, even if everyone speaks English, everyone does not
understand English the same way, so it is very important how you give information
and that is also something that you learn. You say something and maybe sometimes
you should send it like an e-mail to take away some misunderstanding, so the
thinking is different. You need to know that people actually understand what you
said, of course even if they say ‘Yes’, it is not sure that they understand everything.
That is also a cultural thing.

Respondent C9 states that it is better to try to treat people individually and not from
prejudices of a national culture, because “all people are different” and to treat them
according to a stereotype would be “unfair”. Openness to differences helps to understand
people’s behaviors. According to Respondent E10, it is also important to be “transparent
in what you do and how you think”, because people with a “different mindset might not
understand you otherwise”.
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5. Analysis
In this chapter an analysis of the findings in the empirical chapter is presented. The
structure of this chapter emanates from the purpose of the study, to analyze how a
culturally diverse workforce impacts the management of knowledge and detect ways to
overcome the cultural barriers. The analysis combines all the three banks’ responses
under the same category.

5.1 Intercultural Communication of Knowledge
Earlier researches have concluded that knowledge sharing is vital for a company’s
performance (e.g. Nonaka, 1994, Davenport & Prusak, 1998, Blumentritt & Johnston,
1998, Hansen et al., 1999, Gupta & Sharma, 2004, Riege, 2005). In this study it is shown
that knowledge sharing is extra important when a foreign bank is operating in the Chinese
complexed and regulated banking industry. The respondents felt that it was both a
necessity as well as a challenge to stay knowledgeable due to the strict and fast-changing
regulations. Compliance work is a huge part of their operations and if the employees
would not share information with each other, it would jeopardize their businesses.
Since the workforces both include employees from the Nordics as well as from China,
intercultural communication is important for these companies. However, differences
between the employees’ national culture can arise barriers to knowledge sharing
(Hofstede, 1980; Snell et al., 1998; Zaremba, 2003; Riege, 2005). This is supported in
this study. Several barriers have been detected in the empirical findings. Zaremba (2003)
and Graham and Lam (2003) mean that language barriers can impact the codification
processes of a message. Many respondents mentioned that the language is one of the
biggest barriers to knowledge sharing. Snell et al. (1998) mean that differences in national
culture make it hard for the involved cultures to understand each other’s meaning of a
message. It is shown that the Nordic and the Chinese employees have a hard time
understanding what the other party wants the other to do, which leads to confusions and
delayed processes.
The expat respondents mentioned that interactions with Chinese colleagues are usually
full of ambiguous meanings, which increases the issue more. The Chinese respondents
described the Nordic way of communicating as straight-forward and informal. Some of
the respondents also struggled with that some Chinese colleagues tend to not speak their
minds directly, especially to people with a higher rank than themselves. The lower down
in the organizations they go, the shyer the Chinese employees tend to be to speak their
mind to the manager. Small-talking is not a common thing either and it goes in line with
the Chinese respondents’ notion about the Nordics employees to be more humorous at
work compared to the more conservative and serious Chinese way of working. Due to
this and together with that Chinese is usually spoken within the branches because of the
majority of Chinese employees, the knowledge sharing through informal interactions is
limited. Zaremba (2003) means that one way to overcome barriers to intercultural
communication is through informal social interactions between culturally diverse groups.
Informal ways of communicating with higher level managers are uncommon in the
Chinese culture. The expat respondents said that the hierarchical thinking is one of the
biggest differences between working in China compared to working in the Nordics. At
the same time, many Chinese felt that it is unusual for them to be given high levels of
responsibility and have a manager that promotes informal communication. The Chinese
culture values social status and hierarchy a lot (Graham & Lam, 2003; Tong & Mitra,
2009). Hofstede’s (1980) categorization of China as a country with a high score in the
power distance dimension is therefore confirmed in this study. One example of this is the
notion Respondent E4 made about the decision of putting up glass walls to the General
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Manager’s office. Some Chinese employees saw this as a way for the manager to
supervise them even if that was not the purpose. People used with hierarchical control see
the managers as superiors who keep a close watch on the employees’ activities
(Macintosh & Quattrone, 2010). The effectiveness and performance of a knowledgeintensive company depend on that the right knowledge will be provided to the right person
who needs it at the right time (Gupta & Sharma, 2004). The hierarchical tradition
emanates thousands of years back in China and to a Swedish company that promotes a
culture with decentralized decisions and equality, the operations can be inhibited if
relevant knowledge is not communicated because it has to go through the right
hierarchical commands before it reaches the person who needs it.
The direct and honest way of interacting in the Nordic culture is also uncommon in China,
where the concept of face is important as well as in-group relationships (Graham & Lam,
2003; Tong & Mitra, 2009; Hofstede Insights, 2019). This restricts some of the employees
to speak their minds directly, which is described as a problem. Respondent C5 mentioned
that traditionally, Chinese do not like superheroes, because it has effect on the dynamic
of the group and therefore nobody should be too brilliant in their work. If the Chinese
employees feel that they do not want to outshine others, creative ideas might not be shared
which would impact the development of the organizational knowledge.
Causing one to lose face is seen as an infraction in the Chinese culture (Tong & Mitra,
2009). This is something that the expat respondents have noticed, and they feel the need
to be culturally careful when communicating about problems with Chinese counterparts.
Toe-stepping around sensitive subjects can limit the knowledge flow within a company,
since their operations require that everybody is following the set rules and that mistakes
are avoided. The concept of face limits the knowledge sharing processes, because the fear
of losing it can inhibit the communication of things that do not work out and thus leads
to dysfunctional processes within an organization.
Earlier researches have shown that knowledge sharing processes are dependent on high
levels of communication and cooperation within a company (e.g. Nonaka, 1994,
Davenport & Prusak, 1998, Riege, 2005). From the responses from the interviews, it is
shown that the values of the employees affect the way and to which extent they share
knowledge with each other. All the respondents felt that knowledge sharing is an
important part of their jobs, but cultural differences makes the knowledge sharing process
harder. This study therefore agrees with Snell et al. (1998) when they state that effective
knowledge sharing processes are hard to attain when there is a diversity of national
cultures in the work force. The reason is because of the dependence on communication
which is aggravated by language and cultural differences. Nonaka & Takeuchi (1991)
mean that a common language and shared processes for communication are important to
enhance the knowledge sharing. That is also supported in this study, because the language
barrier inhibits the effectiveness of the communication between the Chinese and Nordic
employees when they have a hard time understanding what the other person means. It
also becomes eminent because the expats are dependent on their Chinese coworkers when
searching for external information or when communicating with Chinese-speaking
customers. It is important that the information is translated and conveyed in the right way
to create knowledge and to be able to serve their clients in a good way.

5.2 Cultural Impacts on the Leadership of Knowledge Sharing Processes
Managing a company with knowledge as an asset with a diversity of cultural backgrounds
among the employees is hard (Krackhardt & Kilduff, 1990). Cultural varieties should
however not be ignored (ibid.) because cultural clashes can lead to business failures
(Holden, 2002). This is supported in this study and the previous chapter mentions some
of the cultural clashes that have impact on the organizations’ knowledge sharing
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processes. The leader needs to make all the employees coordinate their activities to avoid
mishaps in the organization’s operation (Krackhardt & Kilduff, 1990). The results from
the interviews with the managers at Company A-C agree with that managing a culturally
diverse workforce is hard because of the cultural differences. Respondent E1 found that
the biggest difficulty about leading a cross-cultural workforce was to make everybody
strive towards the same goal. Respondent E4 thought that it was a challenge to make the
Chinese employees to embrace the informal way of communication. Company C is the
only one of the interviewed companies that have a Chinese General Manager. Respondent
C8 thought the biggest difficulty was about the cultural understanding, because the
Chinese way of working is different from the one that Company C has.
Since knowledge is these companies most valuable asset, charismatic control is promoted
to be the best way to increase the knowledge sharing processes (Alvesson, 2015). The
charismatic control is characterized with the promoting of change, learning, expertise and
creativity (Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Macintosh & Quattrone, 2010; Lee & Liu, 2012;
Alvesson, 2015). The leader does not control or direct the employees but have trust on
their capabilities to achieve a task (Macintosh & Quattrone, 2010). Respondent E1 and
E4 described their leadership style as very non-hierarchical and they promoted the
employees to think about solutions by themselves without too much managerial
involvement. Their leadership style however changed when communicating with some of
the Chinese employees, then Respondent E1 and E4 were more over explicit. Respondent
E4 meant that the leadership approach (s)he was used to did not work out in China because
it interfered with the way they were used to work. The expat managers claimed that much
more clear directives about task and the goals needed to be made. Their leadership style
became more hierarchical and rule-based, to make the Chinese employees understand
them. The General Manager at Company C, Respondent C8, also adjusted the leadership
style to better fit with the values of the employees and the colleagues at the home market.
However, (s)he was used to have a more hierarchical approach but tries to give the
employees more freedom in their work.
Knowledge needs room to grow and develop (Hansen et al., 1999) and hierarchies as well
as internal rules abate that (Riege, 2005). The cultural clashes between the Nordic and
Chinese employees inhibit the use of charismatic control and thus the managing of
knowledge effectively, since it goes against the Chinese employees’ values and inherited
behaviors on several aspects. In order to decrease the cultural clashes in the organizations,
the managers need to control the diversity and make the organizational culture to better
suit the context they are in.

5.3 Organizational Culture versus National Culture
Hofstede (2005) defines the term culture as a collective phenomenon, because it is shared
between people that are or have been living within the same social environment. National
culture provides direction to individuals with a specific nationality according to Riege
(2005). Organizational culture is described as a control device for the management
(Malmi & Brown, 2008) because its set norms, values and expected behaviors give
directions to the employees (Alvesson, 2015). The national culture of the employees can
affect the values at the workplace (Hofstede, 1980). These statements are supported in
this study. It has been shown that the different cultural values interfere with the effect of
the banks’ organizational cultures.
The respondents described the banks’ organizational cultures in line with Hofstede’s
descriptions about the Swedish culture. They mentioned that it is very informal between
the managers and the staff, open discussions are valued as well as the employees are given
and expected to take a lot of own responsibility in their work and communicate with
others to find solutions to problems. A knowledge sharing culture in an organization
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needs to have open communication, cooperation and shared channels for communication
between the members (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1991; Riege, 2005). The organizational
culture of the Swedish banks is therefore beneficial to knowledge sharing processes.
However, many of the values in the Chinese national culture go against the organizational
values that the managements are promoting and thus impact the effectiveness of the
organizational culture as a tool to control behaviors.
All companies try to implement the same “Swedish” organizational culture as they have
at the home market in the branches, but much of their work procedures are influenced by
the Chinese culture’s values. As stated earlier, the Chinese employees are not used to
informal communication and decentralized power which limit their adaptions of the
values of the organizational culture.
The branches have the workforce divided into several departments even though they are
relatively small in size. The communication and cooperation between the departments are
vital, since compliance is a big part of their operations. Although, several respondents
stated that it is expected that you report to the manager on what you do, and it is also
expected that addressing problems etc. should go through the proper hierarchical way,
from subordinate to manager and vice versa. As shown in both this study and in the theory,
hierarchal ways to communicate limit the knowledge sharing processes. Since this is an
old tradition in China, it is also one of their most fundamental values and can therefore
be treated as the most challenging behavior to change (Hofstede, 2005). The cultural
clashes between the employees within the banks imply that the organizational culture is
shattered into sub-cultures (Alvesson, 2015). The expats are identifying themselves with
the Nordic way of working while the Chinese conform with the Chinese values. This
makes the organizational culture effective in controlling the expats’ activities, but the
cultural differences between the Nordic and the Chinese values stem coordination of the
whole workforce’s activities.

5.4 Overcoming Cultural Barriers
Due to the challenges that have been detected in the intercultural communication of
knowledge, the leadership of knowledge and the organizational culture’s use as a
management control tool in a culturally diverse workforce, it can be concluded that the
Chinese national culture is a strong and dominant one. Depending on how strong the
national culture is, the effect of organizational culture as a tool to alter the employees’
behaviors decreases (Hofstede, 2005; Khilji, 2003). This can have several reasons, among
others can the commitment of promoting the organization’s values not be enough as well
as the short period of time the expats are staying at the branches makes the efforts
inconsistent.
However, one thing that is eminent in this study is that the Chinese employees that have
worked a long time at the companies have acculturated to the “Swedish” organizational
values. The Chinese respondents C5, C6, C8, C9 and C11 have all more or less been
working at the branches since they first were established. The Chinese respondents were
much more positive about the effectiveness of the knowledge sharing within the
companies and did not describe the cultural differences as interfering compared to the
expat respondents. The explanation can be that they have been exposed to both cultures
for a long time and understand the values of both of them. The expats do not have these
deep insights in the Chinese culture yet. The Chinese respondents hold a middle-level
manager post and have interacted a lot with Nordic colleagues during their years. All the
Chinese respondents stated that they enjoy the Swedish way of working and that they
have started to implement those values in their managerial style as well. These are the
kind of people that Respondent E4 described as “cultural ambassadors”. This finding
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proves that Chinese employees can acculturate to the deviant Swedish culture, but it takes
time.
Adler (1997) means that managers can either choose to ignore, minimize or manage the
cultural differences within a company and it depends on the company’s recognition of the
differences. Since a diversity of cultures in a workforce can have positive impacts on a
company as well (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Ajaya & Pinto, 2011), the most appropriate
action would therefore be to try to manage the differences. The management task is to try
to reduce the cultural clashes within the companies by developing creative and effective
ways to combine these cultures’ way of working into the organizational culture (Adler,
1997).
To find these beneficial combinations it is essential that all members have knowledge and
understanding of the cultures (Ajaya & Pinto, 2011). One mean to the solution is to talk
about them within the companies (ibid.). Openness to cultural differences and adjusting
to them are the most common way the respondents described their processes of
understanding different cultures. However, the cultural clashes are caused by cultural
misunderstandings and different ways of working. Yet, none of the companies have
formal meetings about cultural differences and cultural training are almost never used.
Cultural differences are mostly mentioned ad-hoc and usually only to the ones in the
nearest surroundings. Respondent C5 mentioned that (s)he quickly got accultured to the
Swedish culture and thus the organizational culture of Company B by interacting a lot
with Swedish expats when (s)he was employed. To get knowledge about others’ cultural
values is therefore dependent on communication, the same as it is to knowledge sharing
processes.
To increase the knowledge sharing, both the work-related as well as the cultural, depends
on the managers’ commitment and support (Kundu, 2011). They need to set an example
for the employees how they like the knowledge sharing to be and the knowledge sharing
organizational culture needs to infuse all members activities (Alvesson, 2015). Because,
as Balthazard et al. (2006) mention, effective knowledge sharing will not come
automatically, it needs to be recognized as an expected behavior by the organizational
culture promoted by the management.
To implement a change within an organization, everybody needs to understand the
reasons behind it and what it is striving to accomplish (Malmi & Brown, 2010). This
study supports these statements about the importance of articulating and discussing
cultural differences to increase the understanding of other employees’ behaviors, because
these misunderstandings lead to cultural clashes and are affecting the knowledge sharing
processes. As Respondent C8 mentioned, if (s)he would not be able to understand the
Nordic colleagues, it would be hard to do the job right. Respondent E4 also mentioned
the importance of being cultural aware, otherwise it could lead to destroyed relationship
and interfere with their operations. The “cultural ambassadors” can be of great help to
improve the organizations’ actions to adjusting to the diverse workforce’s values. They
can more easily see possible infractions between the cultures and can thus help with the
understanding of the involved cultures.
It is also shown in the findings that most of these cultural clashes occur with Chinese
employees at the lower levels of the organizations who belong to the back office. Most
of the expats at the companies are working in departments belonging to the front office.
There are not so much formal meetings between the front and back office either. The
operation department that belongs to the back office also works with explicit work
procedures due to regulatory reasons, which decreases their need to think beyond the
given instructions and interact with others to solve problems. By increasing the cultural
exchange in the back office and use cross-department as well as cross-cultural team
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works, a higher level of understanding of why the cultural clashes occur can be achieved
as well as common ways of working can be developed. Therefore, the time it takes to
make the culturally diverse workforce to acculturate to the organizational culture would
decrease if more efforts and actions were put in the process.
The companies can never and should never become fully implemented in the
organizational culture the companies use in Sweden, because as Respondent C6
mentioned, Sweden and China “live in totally different worlds” and therefore some of the
Swedish values would not be suitable for the branches’ operations. For example, the fastchanging environment in the Chinese banking industry makes the Swedish values of long
discussions before decisions inappropriate to the companies, as many of the respondents
have detected. The General Manager of Company B has also understood this by saying
“I need to try to get, kind of cultural change done, which is, I think will never change
entirely because then there is a Chinese branch in the end of the day”.
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6. Conclusions
In this final chapter the conclusions and the answer to this study’s research question are
presented. A discussion of the study and its contribution will also be mentioned as well
as suggestions for further research.
This study’s main purpose was to increase the understanding of how the managing of
knowledge sharing processes is affected by a culturally diverse workforce within Swedish
banks in China and to analyze how the cultural barriers can be reduced. The analysis of
the responses from the respondents helped to answer this Minor Field Study’s research
question: How does cultural diversity in the workforce impact the managing of knowledge
sharing processes in Swedish banks established in China and how can the cultural
barriers be reduced?
This study has shown that there are many cultural clashes within the Swedish banks in
China when it comes to communication of knowledge. Cultural clashes that had impact
on the knowledge sharing were the values of hierarchical structures and social status,
differences in language and how to respond to questions and the fear of losing face which
inhibited Chinese people to speak their minds freely. All these differences made the
communication between Nordic and Chinese employees less effective and more
confusing. The Chinese national culture was found to be strong in the banks, which made
the organizational culture as a device to control employee behavior less effective. This
study also showed that the cultural clashes have an impact on the leadership of knowledge
sharing. The Nordic managers tended to become more hierarchical in their leadership
style when managing Chinese employees. Hierarchy interferes with effective knowledge
sharing, and a discussion about how to decrease these cultural clashes was therefore made.
The theories about controlling cultural diversity within a company emanates a lot from
the importance of understanding others’ cultural values. This study supported this notion,
because there was a clear difference between the Chinese culture’s influence on the
behavior of the Chinese employees depending on which level of the organization they
worked at. Cultural clashes appeared more frequently when communicating with the
lower levels of the organizations, where the Chinese employees have less contact with
expats. The conclusions about how to reduce the cultural clashes are therefore that the
managers need to take a proactive stand to increase the sharing of knowledge as well as
cultural knowledge. More exchanges need to be made, both cross-cultural and crossdepartment-wise. The managers need to enlighten the differences through formal
meetings or activities so that all members get a deeper understanding of why others are
behaving the way they do and what the organization is striving to achieve. The use of the
cultural ambassadors, the Chinese employees that have worked a long time alongside
Nordic people, are important to implement in their strategy of behavioral change within
the company. The mission is not to change it to a completely Nordic or Chinese
organizational culture, but to adjust the organizational culture to better suit values of both
national cultures.

6.1 Discussion and Contribution
This study taps into the complex situations the management is facing when a company
establishes abroad, and the culture of the home market is not the dominant culture
anymore. Today, a multicultural workforce and the issues connected to it is a reality to
many companies. The findings in this study provide an in-depth view on how cultural
differences between the Swedish and the Chinese culture can affect internal processes of
an organization. In this case the most important asset was the organizational knowledge.
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Cultural clashes need to be managed in an appropriate way to achieve organizational
performance and avoid the risks dysfunctional processes can bring. Intercultural
communication within organizations is necessary to make sure everybody has sufficient
knowledge about the organization’s operations.
If multicultural companies do not consider the importance of coordinating the diverse
workforce’s knowledge sharing activities, there can be high compliance risk linked to
misunderstandings or misjudgments. One important notion is that the understanding of
another culture helps to see through cultural misunderstandings. The findings point out
that the adaption to a different cultural context requires a lot of commitment from the
leaders and the employees and that the use of cultural ambassadors can help to bridge the
gaps for an easier implementation and knowledge flow. Since the Swedish and the
Chinese culture is very different, the responsibility lays upon the company to enlighten
these differences to increase the cultural understanding in these multicultural companies.
Understandings of the company’s goals and why others are behaving in a different way,
lead to better suited strategies for adjustment in the companies’ way of working to the
workforce’s behaviors and the environmental conditions.
However, individuals’ values and behaviors are connected to how a person identifies
herself, and it is not sure a Swedish or a Chinese share all the traits the national culture
has. Therefore, it can also be a risk to categories a workforce and implement strategies
merely based on prejudices about their national background. Being culturally aware in an
organizational context has more factors linked to it. This study focused on the cultural
differences within a company based on national culture. To get an outright view of how
differences between the employees’ values and behaviors are impacting an organization’s
culture and operations, a more thorough study needs to be conducted, where more factors
are included.
This study was conducted through semi-structured interviews, which helped to get a
deeper understanding on how employees with Nordic and Chinese backgrounds looked
at these issues. The cultural differences or similarities with the author can therefore also
be a factor that impacted the interactions with the respondents. Since this study has shown
that the Chinese culture is more concerned about saving face and not speak their mind in
a straight-forward manner that is common in the Swedish culture, they might have been
given fewer negative answers about the cultural clashes. Due to limited time, all
employees were not interviewed either, which can give a skewed image of the reality
within these companies. Nevertheless, this study shows that cultural clashes do occur and
therefore it is important to increase the cultural understandings in multicultural
companies.

6.2 Suggestions for Further Research
The three main concepts of this study, culture, management and knowledge, are wide
terms. In today’s global economy, multicultural companies are more usual than ever.
Researches on how to manage cultural diversity effectively are therefore important,
especially since knowledge-intensive companies are increasing and the performance of
an organization depends on how well the knowledge flows in the culturally diverse
workforces. This study as well as many others before, have pointed out that understanding
and adaption of a different culture is difficult but necessary. You have to experience it to
get accustom to it. One suggestion that would be interesting to examine, is the cultural
understanding between the head office back home in Sweden and the Chinese branch.
How do they cooperate to make sure that they are on the same page when it comes to the
organization’s common goals, to make sure nothing is misunderstood or that centralized
decisions are applicable in China’s regulated market? It would also be interesting to
follow up this study in a few years’ time to see if the internalization has made an impact
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on the strength the Chinese national culture has upon individuals’ behaviors. Many of the
Chinese as well as the Swedish respondents in this study pointed out that employees with
higher experiences of foreign cultures are beginning to adapt a more international culture
as well as the organizational culture is beginning to.
Another suggestion that would be interesting to examine, is to see if the same cultural
barriers are shown in another service industry that has less governmental involvement
compared to the banking industry in China. As mentioned in the introduction, there are a
lot of Swedish service companies in China in different industries. Many of them are
depending on the organizational knowledge as well. Are the cultural clashes more
apparent in the banking industry due to the capital control, or is it the same tendencies
everywhere?
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Interview request
Dear Mr/Mrs X,
My name is Sofia Öhman and I am a student at Lulea University of Technology in Lulea,
Sweden. I am currently writing my master's thesis in Business and Economics, and I am
searching for companies to participate in my empirical study. I am going to write about
knowledge sharing processes in Swedish companies established in China.
I have received a scholarship called Minor Field Studies from the organization SIDA in
Sweden, which enables me to go to China and examine the subject. I have worked at a
bank before and it was there I realized how knowledge-intensive the field of work is. I
am also very interested in globalization, how a Nordic company manages in a different
part of the world. XXX’s Shanghai Branch is therefore very interesting to me and my
study.
My wish is to get the opportunity to interview you as office manager and around three
people that work with counselling at your office in Shanghai, if you accept to participate.
The interviews will concern subjects as knowledge sharing, communication, culture and
leadership.
Full discretion about names of employees and company in my paper is of course offered
if wished. The interviews would take place in March. I am very flexible with specific
dates and times of the interviews.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Kind regards,
Sofia Öhman
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Appendix 2: Interview guide; office manager
Background questions
What is your title in the company and what is your mainly day-to-day work?
How long have you been working at the company?
What is your national background? Did you have any experience of the Chinese/Nordic
culture before starting to work here?
Swedish/Nordic people: How do you like working in China?
How important do you feel knowledge is in your work?

The Company
How many employees are working at the Shanghai branch?
How does the diversity in national background of the employees look like at your office?
Is it something that is considered when employing staff?
How are decisions made at your company? Do a lot of decisions come from the head
office or can you make decisions by yourself?

Organizational culture
What are your core values at your company? Do they differ from the values in the Nordic
area? How do you implement them at your company?
How would you describe the organizational culture at the Shanghai branch? Is it
influenced by more Nordic or Chinese values?
What would you say differentiate your company from the other Nordic banks here in the
area?
How are newly employed onboarded in the branch? Do you use any kind of cultural
training?
How would you describe the unity within your company?

Knowledge processes
Do you have specific guidelines regarding knowledge sharing? If so, what are they?
What is the most common way, in your meaning, to share knowledge with each other at
the company? What sources do you use?
How often do you share the knowledge you possess with others? Give examples when
that has happened. Why have you chosen to transfer that knowledge? Why have you not?
Are there any obstacles in acquiring new information in your surroundings that you can
think of?
What do you do when facing a problem, you don’t have sufficient knowledge of solving
on your own? Are there any guidelines regarding problem solving? How do you know
where to look or who to go to when you are searching for information?
How do you share ideas within the company? Are there any guidelines for creative
thinking?
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Do you mostly work in teams or individually? Do the company encourage employees to
work in a specific way?
How would you describe your social network here in China?

Management
How would you describe yourself as a manager?
How would you describe managing a team with diverse cultural background?
What would you say to be the key factor of managing a cross-cultural workforce?
What would you say to be the hardest part of managing a cross-cultural workforce?
How do you motivate employees to share knowledge with each other? Do you feel like
the employees are willing to share their knowledge to others?

Cultural differences
How often do you speak about cultural differences at your company? In what context?
How do you work to improve the language situation at the company, since English is not
your or many of your coworkers first language? Do you find that the communication and
understanding works in an effective way?
How would you describe working with coworkers and customers with a different cultural
background than yours? Have you experienced any obstacles or difficulties?
Have you experienced the concept of “face” at the branch? If so, how?
How would you describe your process of understanding your customers or colleagues that
have another cultural background than you?

Additional
Do you have any suggestion on how to increase the knowledge sharing in your company?
Do you have any suggestion on how to overcome cultural differences within the
company?
Is there something you would like to add?
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Appendix 3: Interview guide; staff
Background
What is your title in the company and what is your mainly day-to-day work?
How long have you been working at the company?
What is your national background? Did you have any experience of the Chinese/Nordic
culture before starting to work here?
Swedish/Nordic people: How do you like working in China?
How important do you feel knowledge is in your work?

Organizational culture
How would you describe the unity within your company?
How would you describe the organizational culture at the Shanghai branch? Is it
influenced by more Nordic or Chinese values?
Do you have good knowledge in what the other departments do, or how they work? How
often do you receive information from them or share information with them?

Knowledge processes
What is the most common way, in your meaning, to share knowledge with each other at
the company? What sources do you use?
How often do you share the knowledge you possess with others? Give examples when
that has happened. Why have you chosen to transfer that knowledge? Why have you not?
Are there any obstacles in acquiring new information in your surroundings that you can
think of?
How often are your writing down your work procedures for others to take part of?
What do you do when facing a problem, you don’t have sufficient knowledge of solving
on your own? How do you know where to look or who to go to when you are searching
for information?
How do you share ideas within the company? Have you experienced an openness to new
initiatives and creative thinking?
How would you describe your social network here in China?

Management
What motivates you in your work? What are your personal goals?
How does your manager encourage you to share knowledge?
What motivates you to share your knowledge with others?
How would you describe your independency at work? Can you make a lot of decisions by
yourself or do the manager decide for you?

Cultural differences
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Thinking back, how would you describe your first time at the company? How did they
make you feel welcomed? Did you quickly get into the company climate, cooperation
with your colleagues and your work duties?
How often do you speak about cultural differences at your company? In what context?
How would you describe working with coworkers and customers with a different cultural
background than yours? Have you experienced any obstacles or difficulties? Give
examples.
Have you experienced the concept of face? If so, how?
How would you describe your process of understanding your customers or colleagues that
have another cultural background than you?

Additional
Do you have any suggestion on how to increase the knowledge sharing in your company?
Do you have any suggestion on how to overcome cultural differences within the
company?
Is there something else you would like to add?
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